ALLIANCE FRANÇAISE: A WORLDWIDE NETWORK SINCE 1883

- Alliance Française is the largest network of language and cultural centers in the world -- in any language
- 810 Chapters on 5 Continents
FOUR PILLARS FOR FLUENCY:

- Cultural Immersion: AFDC supports learning with weekly international cultural events.
- Background: AFDC Teachers hold Master 2 in FLE or DAEFLE.
- Method: AFDC employs a task-oriented methodology based on the CEFRL’s 5 fields of competence.
- Support: AFDC’s unique digital platform enhances and supports the student experience.
Cultural Immersion Accelerates Fluency
AFDC EXCELS at producing fluent French speakers
OUTREACH

AFDC is the only summer program in the Mid-Atlantic region where all subjects are taught in French: Grammar, Science, Geography and Environmental Studies.
AFDC houses the only loan library in French language in the Mid-Atlantic region as well as a digital library: Culturethèque